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STARK–HEEGNER CYCLES ATTACHED TO BIANCHI MODULAR FORMS
GUHAN VENKAT AND CHRIS WILLIAMS
Abstract. Let f be a Bianchi modular form, that is, an automorphic form for GL(2) over an
imaginary quadratic field F , and let p be a prime of F at which f is new. Let K be a quadratic
extension of F , and L(f/K, s) the L-function of the base-change of f to K. Under certain
hypotheses on f and K, the functional equation of L(f/K, s) ensures that it vanishes at the
central point. The Bloch–Kato conjecture predicts that this should force the existence of non-
trivial classes in an appropriate global Selmer group attached to f and K. In this paper, we use
the theory of double integrals developed by Barrera Salazar and the second author to construct
certain p-adic Abel–Jacobi maps, which we use to propose a construction of such classes via
Stark–Heegner cycles. This builds on ideas of Darmon and in particular generalises an approach
of Rotger and Seveso in the setting of classical modular forms.
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1. Introduction
The Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer (BSD) conjecture predicts that if E/Q is an elliptic curve, then
its analytic rank (the order of vanishing of its L-function at s = 1) and algebraic rank (the Z-rank
of its group of rational points) coincide, providing a deep relationship between arithmetic and
analysis. In cases where the L-function is known to vanish at s = 1, it is natural to then try and
construct points of infinite order on the curve. When the analytic rank is precisely 1, an example
of this is given by the system of Heegner points [GZ86], which were a key input to the celebrated
proof of BSD in this case [Kol88]. Extensive efforts have since been made to search for points that
could play a similar role in higher-rank settings. A particularly promising avenue of research has
been to use p-adic methods, and in [Dar01] Darmon gave a construction of Stark–Heegner points,
p-adic points on the curve that are conjecturally global and satisfy reciprocity laws under Galois
automorphisms.
More generally, we can replace E with an automorphic Galois representation ρ of a number field
K, and BSD with the Bloch–Kato conjectures, which similarly predict that the order of vanishing
of the L-function of ρ at critical values should equal the rank of a Selmer group attached to ρ. Any
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proof of this statement is likely to hinge on the construction of explicit classes in this Selmer group
in cases where the L-function is known to vanish. In this paper, we give a conjectural construction
of such classes in the case where ρ is attached to a modular form over an imaginary quadratic
field F (a Bianchi modular form) and K is a quadratic extension of F . The construction uses
p-adic methods in the style of Darmon; in particular, we also conjecture a reciprocity law under
Galois automorphisms. This generalises work of Trifković [Tri06] and Rotger–Seveso [RS12], who
conjectured such constructions for elliptic curves over F and classical modular forms respectively.
1.1. Set-up. Let p be a rational prime and fix embeddings ι∞ : Q → C and ιp : Q → Qp. Let
F be an imaginary quadratic field with ring of integers OF such that p is unramified in F , and
let p be the prime above p in OF corresponding to ip. For simplicity of notation, let F have class
number one. Let f ∈ Sk,k(U0(N )) be a Bianchi cuspidal eigenform of (parallel) even weight k and
square-free level N = pM ⊆ OF , where p ∤ M, such that f is new at p; see §2 below for more
details on our conventions. Throughout we will let L/Qp denote a (sufficiently large) coefficient
field.
Let K/F be a number field which is unramified at p and let Vp(f) denote the two-dimensional
representation of GF := Gal(Q/F ) attached to f , taking values in a finite extension of Qp
that contains the Hecke eigenvalues of f under ιp. This representation is conjectured to be
semistable, and assuming this we consider the (semistable) Bloch–Kato Selmer group over K, de-
noted Selst(K,Vp(f)), the definition of which we recall. For every place ν of K, let H
1
st(Kν , Vp(f))
be the kernel of the map
H1(Kν , Vp(f))→
{
H1(Kurν , Vp(f)), if ν ∤ p
H1(Kν , Bst ⊗ Vp(f)), if ν | p
where Bst is Fontaine’s ring of periods. The (semistable) Bloch–Kato Selmer group is then defined
as
Selst(K,Vp(f)) := ker
(
H1(K,Vp(f))
Πresν−−−→
H1(Kν , Vp(f))
H1st(Kν , Vp(f))
)
.
Let Mf be the (conjectural) rank 2 Clozel motive defined over F attached to the Bianchi
eigenform f (cf. [Clo90]) and let CH
k+2
2 (Mf ⊗K)0 denote the Chow group of codimension
k+2
2
null-homologous cycles on Mf base-changed to K. For each finite ν, the p-adic Abel–Jacobi map
then induces the commutative diagram
(1.1)
CH
k+2
2 (Mf ⊗K)0 Selst(K,Vp(f)(
k+2
2 ))
CH
k+2
2 (Mf ⊗Kν)0 H
1
st(Kν , Vp(f)(
k+2
2 )).
resν
cl
k+2
2
1,K
cl
k+2
2
1,Kν
The Beilinson–Bloch–Kato conjectures then predict that the morphism cl
k+2
2
1,K is an isomorphism
and that
dimL(Selst(K,Vp(f)(
k + 2
2
))) = ords= k+2
2
L(f/K, s),
where L(f/K, s) is the L-function of the base-change of f to K.
For the rest of this article we will fix a quadratic extension K/F of relative discriminant
DK prime to N . In this situation, the sign of the functional equation of L(f/K, s) is given
by (−1)#S(N ,K) (see [Vat04, Eqn. (2)]), where
S(N ,K) := {finite places ν : ν is inert in K}.
We will further assume that K satisfies the Stark–Heegner hypothesis, i.e.
• p is inert in K,
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• all primes l | M split in K.
In particular, the Stark–Heegner hypothesis forces S(N ,K) = {p}, hence the sign of the func-
tional equation to be −1, and hence the vanishing of the central critical L-value of the base-change
L-function, i.e. L(f/K, k+22 ) = 0.
This allows us to force higher orders of vanishing over ring class extensions. Let C ⊆ OF be any
ideal relatively prime to NDK and let
OC := OF + COK
be the OF -order of conductor C in K. By global class field theory, we know that the Galois group
GC := Gal(HC/K) is isomorphic to the Picard group Pic(OC), where HC/K is the ring class field
of conductor C. For any character χ : GC → C
×, the sign of the functional equation of the twisted
L-function L(f/K, χ, s) is again −1. Moreover, the L-function admits a factorisation
L(f/HC, s) =
∏
χ∈G∨
C
L(f/K, χ, s),
and it follows that
ords= k+2
2
L(f/HC, s) ≥ h(OC) := |GC |.
The Bloch–Kato conjecture predicts the existence of a family of non-trivial cohomology classes{
sC ∈ Selst(HC , Vp(f)(
k + 2
2
))
}
over towers of class fields HC/K for C relatively prime to NDK . The main aim of this paper is a
proposal of conjectural candidates for such a family of classes via Stark–Heegner cycles.
1.2. Stark–Heegner cycles. To construct our proposed classes, we build a machine that takes
as input certain homology classes, the Stark–Heegner cycles, and outputs classes in a local Selmer
group. We first describe the input to the machine.
LetR be the Eichler OF [1/p]-order in M2(OF [1/p]) of matrices that are upper triangular modulo
M and let Γ := R×1 be the set of invertible matrices of R of determinant 1. The starting point for
our constructions is the space
(∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)Γ,
where∆0 := Div
0(P1(F )), Div(Hurp ) denotes the subgroup of divisors supported on P
1(Qurp )\P
1(Fp)
that are fixed by the action of Gal(Qurp /L
0) (here L0 := L ∩ Qurp ), Vk,k := Vk ⊗ Vk where Vk is
the ring of homogenous polynomials of degree k in two variables with coefficients in L. This space
should be regarded as an explicit substitute for the local Chow group.
The Stark–Heegner (or Darmon) cycles are a family of elements
DΨ ∈ (∆0 ⊗ Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)Γ
attached to optimal embeddings Ψ : OC →֒ R, where OC is an OF [1/p]-order in K of conductor C
prime to NDK . A precise definition is contained in §6.
1.3. Monodromy modules and p-adic Abel–Jacobi maps. We describe the machine, which
broadly breaks into two pieces: an analytic half, via p-adic Abel–Jacobi maps from cycles to
monodromy modules; and an algebraic half, where we use p-adic Hodge theory and the Bloch–
Kato exponential map to pass from monodromy modules to Selmer groups.
1.3.1. p-adic integration. In §3, we develop the analytic half of this machine. We use a theory of
p-adic integration inspired by Teitelbaum’s construction in [Tei90]. We remark that our approach,
using results of [BSW19a], follows the “modular symbol theoretic” p-adic integration of Seveso (see
[Sev12]) rather than the more general, but slightly less explicit, “cohomological theoretic” p-adic
integration of Rotger and Seveso pursued in [RS12].
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. Using the fact that f is p-new, the results of [BSW19a] allow us to extend the overconvergent
Bianchi modular symbols of [Wil17] over the Bruhat–Tits tree Tp for GL2/Fp, giving a space which
we denote MSΓ(L). Our integration theory yields pairings
Φlogp,σ,Φordp : (∆0 ⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗ Vk,k)Γ ⊗ MSΓ(L) −→ L
associated to each embedding σ : Fp →֒ L. Inspired by this, in §4 we construct a filtered Frobenius
monodromy module Df ∈ MF(ϕ,N, Fp, L), the category of filtered Frobenius monodromy modules
over Fp with coefficients in L. Our p-adic integration can then be interpreted as a map
Φf ..= −Φ
logp,σ
f ⊕ Φ
ordp
f : (∆0 ⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗ Vk,k)Γ → Df,L,
where Df,L := Df ⊗Fp⊗QpL L. Following [Sev12] and [Dar01], in Theorem 6.5 we lift the above
morphism to the p-adic Abel–Jacobi map
ΦAJ : (∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)Γ → Df,L/Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L),
removing the degree zero condition on Div(Hurp ).
Remark 1.1. Throughout the construction, we work only at a particular prime p above p. When
p is split, this means we use the “partially overconvergent” coefficients of [Wil17, §6]: that is, we
use coefficients that are overconvergent at p, but classical at p. This means we do not require any
conditions on f at the conjugate p.
1.3.2. Fontaine–Mazur theory and Bloch–Kato exponential maps. The second half of the machine
is more algebraic in nature. Recalling the assumption that Vp(f) is semistable, let Df := Dst(Vp(f))
be the admissible filtered (ϕ,N) module over Fp attached to the local Galois representation
Vp(f)|GFp . The bridge between the analytic and algebraic theory is (conjecturally) provided by
the trivial zero conjecture (Conjecture 4.2), that predicts an equality of analytic and algebraic
L-invariants, which would give an isomorphism
Df,L
∼= Df,L
of filtered (ϕ,N)-modules, as explained in Theorem 4.5. Here Df,L := Df ⊗Fp⊗QpL L. Further, we
have an identification
(1.2)
Df,L
Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L)
∼= H1st
(
L, Vp(f)
(
k+2
2
))
afforded by the Bloch–Kato exponential map. In particular, assuming the conjectural equality of
L-invariants, the complete machine is given by the composition
(∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)Γ
ΦAJ
−−→
Df,L
Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L)
∼=
Df,L
Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L)
∼= H1st
(
L, Vp(f)
(
k+2
2
))
.(1.3)
Remark 1.2. Note that the Galois structure we conjecture on the analytic monodromymodule, via
the trivial zero conjecture, is a natural one to consider. In particular, the main result of [BSW19a]
related the analytic L-invariant we consider in this paper to the arithmetic of the standard L-
function of the Bianchi form f , that is, the L-function of its standard Galois representation Vp(f),
to which the algebraic L-invariant should be attached. Moreover the conjecture is true for base-
change forms. We comment further on this in §1.5 below.
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1.4. Global conjectures for Stark–Heegner cycles. Let sΨ ∈ H
1
st(L, Vp(f)(
k+2
2 )) be the image
of the Stark–Heegner cycle DΨ under the map (1.3). Assuming L ⊇ Kp, we have an inclusion
HC →֒ L (since p splits completely in HC , the ring class field for OC) that induces
(1.4) resp : Selst(HC , Vp(
k + 2
2
))→ H1st(L, Vp(
k + 2
2
)).
In §6, we formulate conjectures (see Conjecture 6.8) that predict:
(a) the existence of global classes SΨ ∈ Selst(HC , Vp(
k+2
2 )) such that
resp(SΨ) = sΨ,
(b) and a Shimura reciprocity law describing the Galois action of GC on these global classes.
These are direct analogues of conjectures of Darmon on Stark–Heegner points on elliptic curves
over the rationals [Dar01]. Further, we formulate Gross–Zagier type formulae (Conjecture 6.9)
relating these classes to the derivative of the base-change L-function L(f/K, s) at s = k+22 .
1.5. Evidence. Our main conjecture itself relies on the validity of two other conjectures. We
briefly comment on theoretical and computational evidence for each of these, which lead us to
believe Conjecture 6.8 is a reasonable one to make.
The first conjecture we require is the semistability of the standard Galois representation Vp(f)
attached to the Bianchi modular form f . This is a standard conjecture that is widely believed
and which may be within reach in the near future given recent developments in the study of such
Galois representations. Moreover it is true for base-change forms, which can be deduced from the
validity of the analogous result for classical modular forms.
The second is the trivial zero conjecture for Bianchi modular forms, or more precisely an equality
of analytic and algebraic L-invariants attached to Vp(f). In the base-change case, we prove this
in Lemma 4.4. In the general case, this conjecture directly generalises a conjecture of Trifkovic
in weight 2, which is backed by extensive computational evidence when p is split [Tri06, GMŞ15].
Further, we can consider the analogous statements over totally real fields, where semistability is
known. Over Q, the various L-invariants attached to the usual Galois representation of a modular
form are all known to be equal (see, for example, [BDI10]). Similarly, in the case of Hilbert modular
forms, the direct analogue of our analytic L-invariant was constructed in [Spi14, Ber17], and is
known to be equal to the algebraic one [Mok09, BSDJ17].
Finally, we comment on Conjecture 6.8. It would be very interesting to obtain computational
evidence towards this conjecture, though it appears difficult to make the machine outlined above,
and the Selmer group in which our classes live, completely explicit. Despite this, there are special
cases that have been studied previously. If, for example, E/F is a modular elliptic curve corre-
sponding to a weight 2 Bianchi modular form f , then the Selmer group can be described much
more concretely via the group of rational points on E. In this case, our conjecture degenerates to
that of Trifkovic [Tri06], for which again there is significant computational evidence [GMŞ15].
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draft. This project got underway at the BIRS-CMO workshop Special values of automorphic L-
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2. Preliminaries and Bianchi modular forms
2.1. Notation. For an integer k ≥ 0, and a ring R, we define Vk(R) to be the space of polynomials
of degree ≤ k over R. This space is naturally a left GL2(R)-module via((
a b
c d
)
·P
)
(x) = (a+cx)
k
(ad−bc)k/2
P
(
b+dx
a+cx
)
.
The factor of determinant means the centre acts trivially, and the action descends to PGL2(R).
2.2. Bianchi modular forms and their L-functions. Bianchi modular forms are adelic au-
tomorphic forms for GL2 over the imaginary quadratic field F . Their study goes back decades,
and we recall only the essentials; for a fuller account in our conventions, see [Wil17, §1]. For any
open compact subgroup U of GL2(A
f
F ), and any k ≥ 0, there is a finite-dimensional C-vector space
Sk,k(U) of Bianchi cusp forms of weight (k, k) and level U , which are functions
f : GL2(F )\GL2(AF )/U −→ V2k+2(C)
transforming appropriately under the subgroup C× · SU2(C), and satisfying suitable harmonicity
and growth conditions. We specialise to the case where
U = U0(N ) =
{ (
a b
c d
)
∈ GL2(ÔF ) : c ≡ 0 (modN )
}
,
where N = pM⊂ OF is square-free and p ∤M.
These forms admit an analogue of q-expansions (cf. [Wil17, §1.2]), giving rise to a system of
Fourier–Whittaker coefficients c(I, f) indexed by ideals I ⊂ D−1 (where D is the different of
F/Q). These can be described as the eigenvalues of Hecke operators: indeed, there is a family of
(commuting) Hecke operators indexed by ideals m ⊂ OF , defined by double coset operators, and
if f is a Hecke eigenform normalised so that c(1, f) = 1, then the eigenvalue λm of the m-th Hecke
operator on f is equal to c(mD−1, f) (see [Hid94, Cor. 6.2]).
If M is a suitable module equipped with an action of the Hecke operators, and f is a cuspidal
Bianchi eigenform, we write M(f) for the f -isotypic part of M , that is, the generalised eigenspace
where the Hecke operators act with the same eigenvalues as on f .
Definition 2.1. Let Λ denote the (completed) L-function of f , normalised so that if ϕ is a Hecke
character of F of infinity type (q, r), where q, r ≫ 0, then
Λ(f, ϕ) =
Γ(q + 1)Γ(r + 1)
(2πi)q+r+2
∑
m⊂OF ,I 6=0
c(m, f)ϕ(m)N(m)−1.
This admits an analytic continuation to all such characters.
The ‘critical’ values of this L-function can be controlled; in particular, by [Hid94, Thm. 8.1], we
see that there exists a period Ωf ∈ C× and a number field E such that, if ϕ is a Hecke character
of infinity type 0 ≤ (q, r) ≤ (k, k), with q, r ∈ Z, we have
(2.1)
Λ(f, ϕ)
Ωf
∈ E(ϕ),
where E(ϕ) is the number field over E generated by the values of ϕ. (Note that Ωf is only
well-defined up to E×. We will not be concerned with questions of integrality in this paper).
2.3. Base-change. Let f be a Bianchi modular form as above. We will be fundamentally inter-
ested in the base-change of f to a quadratic extension K/F . This is not strictly a well-defined
operation on automorphic forms; instead, we use the automorphic representation π of GL2(AF )
generated by f . Let Vp(f) be the p-adic Galois representation of GF attached to f .
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Definition 2.2. For a field E, letWE denote the Weil group of E. An automorphic representation
πK of GL2(AK) is said to be the base-change of π if for each place v of F , and each w|v of K,
the Langlands parameter attached to πK,w is the restriction to WKw of the Langlands parameter
σv : WFv → GL2(C) of πv. On Galois representations, this corresponds to restriction from GF to
GK of Vp(f).
Theorem 2.3. Every cuspidal automorphic representation π of GL2(AF ) has a unique base-change
lift πK to GL2(AK). It is cuspidal unless π has CM by K, that is, π is dihedral, induced from a
Hecke character of K.
2.4. Rankin–Selberg L-functions. Let π be the cuspidal automorphic representation ofGL2(AF )
generated by f and let χ be a (unitary) Hecke character ofK trivial on A×F . Denote by πχ the auto-
morphic representation IndFKχ on GL2(AF ) induced by χ. Let L(π, χ, s) denote the Rankin-Selberg
L-function of π and πχ. Then it is known that this L-function has a meromorphic continuation to
the entire complex plane and satisfies the functional equation
L(π, χ, s) = ǫ(π, χ, s)L(π∨, χ−1, 1− s),
where π∨ denotes the contragradient dual of π and ǫ(π, χ, s) is the ǫ-factor. The condition that
χ|
A
×
F
= 1 implies that L(π∨, χ−1, 1 − s) = L(π, χ, 1 − s) (cf. [CV07, §1.1]) and the functional
equation thus yields
L(π, χ, s) = ǫ(π, χ, s)L(π, χ, 1− s).
The parity of the order of vanishing at the central value s = 1/2 is thus determined by the value
of
ǫ(π, χ) := ǫ(π, χ, 1/2) ∈ {±1}.
In this paper, we will be primarily interested in collection of ring class characters χ of varying
conductor, the definition of which we recall.
Definition 2.4. Let C be any OF -ideal. A ring class character χ of conductor C is a (unitary)
Hecke character that factors through the finite group
K×\A×K/K
×
∞Ô
×
C
∼= Pic(OC)
where K∞ := K ⊗Q R are the infinite adeles, OC := OF + COK , and ÔC := OC ⊗ Ẑ.
In this paper, we will only consider ring class characters of conductor C prime to NDK . Note
that ǫ(π, χ) :=
∏
ν ǫ(πν , χν), where ν runs through the places of F and ǫ(πν , χν) is the local sign
attached to the local components of π and πχ at the place ν. We let
S(χ) := {ν|ǫ(πν , χν) = −1}.
Whilst the various formulas for the local ǫ-factors are spread throughout [JL70] and [Jac72], we
can provide a much simpler description of the set of places in S(χ) in our setting, noting that the
infinite place is split (see [Vat04] for a detailed exposition). In fact, we have
S(χ) = S(N ,K) := {ν|ν is finite and inert in K and ordν(N ) is odd}.
In particular, the sign of the Rankin–Selberg L-function depends only on K/F and the level N
of f , and not on the ring class character χ. Further, the Stark–Heegner hypothesis implies that
|S(χ)| = 1 is odd and that ǫ(π, χ) = −1.
2.5. Arithmetic subgroups and modular symbols. We now pass to a more algebraic descrip-
tion of the relevant automorphic forms.
Definition 2.5. Let ∆0 ..= Div
0(P1(F )) be the space of degree zero divisors on the cusps. This
admits an action of PGL2(F ) by Möbius transformations x 7→ (ax+ b)/(cx+ d).
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For any ring R, let Vk,k(R) ..= Vk(R)⊗R Vk(R), which has an action of PGL2(R)2 via the action
on each component. If L is a field containing the image of both embeddings F →֒ Q, then this
gives an action of PGL2(F ) on Vk,k(L), with the action on the first component via one embedding
and on the second component via its conjugate.
Now let Γ ⊂ PGL2(F ) be any subgroup, and V a right Γ-module. Define
∆(V ) ..= Hom(∆0, V ),
which we equip with an action of Γ by
(γ ·φ)(D) = φ(γD)|γ.
We define the space of V -valued modular symbols for Γ to be the Γ-invariant maps
SymbΓ(V )
..= H0(Γ,∆(V )).
Remark 2.6. For the congruence subgroup Γ0(N ) := U0(N ) ∩ SL2(OF ) ⊂ SL2(OF ), recalling
that N = pM, the space of Bianchi modular symbols is the space SymbΓ0(N )(Vk,k(Cp)
∨), where
we equip V ∨k,k with the (right) dual action. This space admits an action of the Hecke operators.
Moreover, since F has class number 1 there is a Hecke-equivariant injection
(2.2) Sk,k(U0(N )) →֒ SymbΓ0(N )(Vk,k(C)
∨)
and the cokernel consists of Eisenstein eigenpackets. In particular, to each Bianchi modular eigen-
form f there exists an attached eigensymbol φf . This symbol was crucial to the constructions of
[BSW19a]. For more details, see [Wil17].
2.6. Overconvergent modular symbols. We recap the overconvergent modular symbols of
[Wil17], which are fundamental to our theory of p-adic integration. When p is inert, we use
the full module of overconvergent modular symbols. When p splits as pp, we instead use the
partially overconvergent coefficients defined in §6 op. cit, and hence impose no conditions at p.
Everything in this section is explained in greater detail in [Wil17, §3,§7].
Definition 2.7. Let Fp be the completion of F at p and Op its ring of integers. For an extension
L/Qp, let Ak(Op, L) denote the ring of locally analytic functions Op → L. Then:
(i) If p is inert in F , let Apk,k(Op, L) = Ak(Op, L);
(ii) If pOF = pp splits, let
Apk,k(Op, L) = Ak(Op, L)⊗̂Vk(Op, L),
where Vk(Op, L) is the ring of polynomial functions Op → L of degree ≤ k.
These spaces carry a natural weight k left action of the semigroup
Σ0 :=
{(
a b
c d
)
∈M2(OF ⊗ Zp) : vp(c) > 0, vp(a) = 0, ad− bc 6= 0
}
via (
a b
c d
)
·g(z) = (a+ cz)kf
(
b+dz
a+cz
)
.
We define Dpk,k(Op, L) to be the continuous dual of A
p
k,k(Op, L) with the dual right (weight k)
action. Note that the inclusion Vk,k ⊂ A
p
k,k induces dually a surjection D
p
k,k → V
∨
k,k, which in turn
induces a Hecke-equivariant map
ρ : SymbΓ0(N )(D
p
k,k(Op, L)) −→ SymbΓ0(N )(V
∨
k,k(L)).
Theorem 2.8. We have
ρ|(f) : SymbΓ0(N )(D
p
k,k)(f)
∼= SymbΓ0(N )(V
∨
k,k)(f),
that is, the restriction of ρ to the f -isotypic subspaces of the Hecke operators is an isomorphism.
In particular, there is a unique overconvergent lift ψf of φf under ρ.
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Proof. In the inert case, this is [Wil17, Cor. 5.9], noting that as f is new at p, we have vp(c(p, f)) =
k < k + 1 (see e.g. [BSW19a, Cor. 4.8]). In the split case, this follows more or less immediately
from the results of [Wil17, §6] noting that vp(c(p, f)) = k/2 < k + 1; in any case, this locally
analytic, partially overconvergent formulation is [BSW19b, Lem. 9.8]. 
3. p-adic integration and an L-invariant
In this section we recall some results on the Bruhat–Tits tree and p-adic integration from
[BSW19a]. One of the key technical results op. cit. was the construction of a canonical family of
distributions on the projective line attached to f , which were used to define double integrals in
the style of Darmon. We use these double integrals in a slightly different context.
3.1. The Bruhat–Tits tree. One of the main themes of [BSW19a] was the ‘spreading out’ of the
Bianchi modular symbol φf , which is defined using invariance under Γ0(N ), to a function that is
invariant under the action of a larger group Γ, where we allow non-integral coefficients at p. This
was done via the Bruhat–Tits tree.
Definition 3.1. Let p be a prime of F above p and let πp be a uniformiser of Op. We denote
by Tp the Bruhat–Tits tree for GL2(Fp), that is, the connected tree whose vertices are homothety
classes of lattices in a two-dimensional Fp-vector space V . Two vertices v and v
′ are joined by an
edge if and only if there are representatives L and L′ respectively such that
πpL
′ ⊂ L ⊂ L′.
Each edge comes equipped with an orientation. Denote the set of (oriented) edges of Tp by E(Tp)
and the set of vertices by V(Tp).
Define the standard vertex v∗ to be the vertex corresponding to the lattice Op ⊕ Op, and the
standard edge e∗ to be the edge joining v∗ to the vertex corresponding to Op ⊕ πpOp. There is
a natural notion of distance between two vertices v and v′, and we say a vertex v is even (resp.
odd) if the distance between v and v∗ is even (resp. odd). Each (oriented) edge has a source and
a target vertex, and we say such an edge is even if its source is. Write V+(Tp) and E+(Tp) (resp.
V−(Tp) and E−(Tp)) for the set of even (resp. odd) vertices and edges resp.
There is a natural transitive action of PGL2(Fp) on Tp, which we extend to a larger group.
Definition 3.2. Recall N = pM with p ∤M.
(i) For v a finite place of F , define
R0(M)v ..=
{(
a b
c d
)
∈ M2(Ov) : c ≡ 0 (modM)
}
.
(ii) Let R = R0(M) ..=
{
γ ∈M2
(
AfF
)
: γv ∈ R0(M)v for v 6= p, γp ∈M2(Fp)
}
.
(iii) Let U˜ denote the image of R× in PGL2
(
AfF
)
.
(iv) Let U ..= PGL+2
(
AfF
)
∩ U˜ , where
PGL+2
(
AfF
)
..=
{
γ ∈ PGL2
(
AfF
)
: vp(det(γp)) ≡ 0 (mod 2)
}
.
(v) Finally, let
Γ˜ = U˜ ∩ PGL2(F ), Γ = U ∩ PGL2(F ).
These groups act on Tp via projection to PGL2(Fp).
Proposition 3.3. (i) The group U˜ acts transitively on V(Tp) and E(Tp).
(ii) The group U acts transitively on E±(Tp) and V±(Tp).
Proof. See [Ser80], Theorem 2 of Chapter II.1.4. 
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The edges of Tp are naturally in bijection with open sets in P1(Fp); for an edge e, write e = γee∗
using (i) above. The corresponding open set is
U(e) ..= γ−1e (Op) =
{
x ∈ P1(Fp) : γex ∈ Op
}
⊂ P1(Fp),
where we let PGL2(Fp) act on P
1(Fp) by Möbius transformations.
3.2. Bianchi forms on the tree. Let R, U˜ and U be as above.
Definition 3.4. We say a function f : E(Tp)→ V2k+2(C) is harmonic if
f(e) = −f(e) ∀e ∈ E(Tp)
and if for all vertices v ∈ V(Tp), we have∑
e:s(e)=v
f(e) =
∑
e:t(e)=v
f(e) = 0.
Recall the definition PGLf2 (AF )
..= GL2(C) × PGL2(A
f
F ), and note that U acts on PGL
f
2 (AF )
by right multiplication. We define Bianchi cusp forms on Tp as follows.
Definition 3.5. A cusp form on Tp × PGL
f
2 (AF ) of weight (k, k) for U is a function
F : E(Tp)× PGL
f
2 (AF ) −→ V2k+2(C)
such that:
(i) F(γe, gγ) = F(e, g) for all γ ∈ U .
(ii) F is harmonic as a function on E(Tp).
(iii) For each edge e ∈ E(Tp), the function
Fe(g) ..= F(e, g)
is a cusp form of weight (k, k) and level Ue ..= StabU (e).
Denote the space of such forms by Sk,k(U, Tp).
Theorem 3.6 ([BSW19a], Thm. 2.7). Let N = pM. The association F 7→ Fe∗ defines an
isomorphism
Sk,k(U, Tp) ∼= Sk,k(U0(N ))
p−new.
3.3. Distributions arising from the tree. The tree allows us to extend distributions from Op
to those that are projective in p.
Definition 3.7. Let Ak(P1(Fp), L) denote the space of L-valued functions on P1(Fp) that are
locally analytic except for a pole of order at most k at ∞. Then:
(i) If p is inert in F , define P1p = P
1(Fp), and A
p
k(P
1
p, L) = Ak(P
1(Fp), L).
(ii) If pOF = pp in F , define P1p = P
1(Fp)×Op, and let
Ak(P
1
p, L) = Ak
(
P1(Fp), L
)
⊗̂Vk
(
Op, L
)
.
Let Dpk(P
1
p, L) := Homcts(Ak(P
1
p, L), L).
This space of distributions is a right Γ-module, and there is a natural restriction map
Dpk(P
1
p, L) −→ D
p
k,k(Op, L),
inducing
ρT : SymbΓ(D
p
k(P
1
p, L)) −→ SymbΓ0(N )(D
p
k,k(Op, L)).
The domain of this map should be considered as ‘overconvergent Bianchi modular symbols on Tp’,
and carries a natural action of the Hecke operators making the map ρT Hecke equivariant. The
Theorem below is an overconvergent analogue of Theorem 3.6.
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Theorem 3.8. Let f ∈ Sk,k(U0(N )) be a cuspidal Bianchi eigenform that is new at p. Then
ρT |(f) : SymbΓ(D
p
k(P
1
p, L))(f)
∼= SymbΓ0(N )(D
p
k,k(Op, L))(f),
that is, the restriction of ρT to the f -isotypic Hecke-eigenspaces is an isomorphism.
In particular, after combining with Theorem 2.8, we obtain a canonical element µf ∈ SymbΓ(D
p
k(P
1
p, L))
attached to f . Explicitly, we recall that this is a system of distributions
µf{r − s} ∈ Dk(P
1
p, L),
where r, s ∈ P1(F ), with µf{r− s}+ µf{s− t} = µf{r− t} and µf{γr− γs}|γ = µf{r− s} for all
γ ∈ Γ = U ∩ PGL2(F ).
Proof. This is a reformulation of §5 of [BSW19a], which we briefly sketch. First we show sur-
jectivity; let ψ ∈ SymbΓ0(N )(D
p
k,k(Op, L))(f). Following Props. 5.4 (when p is inert) and 5.8 (p
split) op. cit. we again ‘propagate’ ψ over the tree to construct a lift of ψ under ρT . This uses the
correspondence between the edges of the Bruhat–Tits tree and basic open sets in P1(Fp), which
allows the definition of a system of distributions µ{r− s} defined on Γ-translates of Op. To extend
to a distribution on all of P1p, we crucially use that f is new at p to glue these together over the
whole tree (c.f. the proof of Proposition 5.4 op. cit.).
To see injectivity, suppose res(µ) = 0, and µ 6= 0. Then there exist r, s ∈ P1(F ) and g ∈
Apk(P
1
p, L) such that µ{r − s}(g) 6= 0. Let {ei : i ∈ I} be the set of edges in Tp with source v∗;
then P1p =
⊔
i U(ei), and there exist γi ∈ Γ such that U(ei) = γ
−1
i · Op. Then γi · g ∈ A(Op, L) has
support on Op. In particular, we have
µ{r − s}(g) =
∑
i∈I
µ{r − s}
(
g|U(ei)
)
=
∑
i∈I
µ{γir − γis}(γi ·g)
=
∑
i∈I
res(µ){γir − γis}(γi ·g) = 0,
which is a contradiction; hence the map is injective. 
For brevity, we set MSΓ(L) ..= SymbΓ(D
p
k(P
1
p, L)).
Remark 3.9. There is an identification of modular symbols with degree one compactly supported
cohomology (see [BSW19a, Lemma 8.2]). By multiplicity one for Bianchi forms (see [Hid94, Propo-
sition 3.1]) and the Eichler–Shimura–Harder isomorphism, we know that the f -isotypic part of this
cohomology group is one-dimensional, providing the coefficient field L contains the Hecke field of
f . From Theorems 2.8 and 3.8, it follows that MSΓ(L)(f) is a one-dimensional L-vector space.
3.4. Double integrals. We now define double integrals in the style of [Dar01]. We fix forever
a choice of p-adic logarithm logp : C
×
p −→ Cp such that logp(p) = 0. Recall that Fp is the
completion of F at the prime p above p induced by ιp. Let σ ∈ Gal(Fp/Qp) be an automorphism,
corresponding to a choice of embedding of Fp →֒ L. We have:
(i) if p is split, then Fp = Qp and σ = σId must be the identity;
(ii) If p is inert, then either σ = σId or σ = σFr, the lift of the Witt vector Frobenius to Fp
(that is, the non-trivial Galois automorphism).
Definition 3.10. Let x, y in Hurp , let P ∈ Vk,k(Cp) and let r, s ∈ P
1(F ).
(i) Define the ‘log’ double integral at σ by∫ y
x
∫ s
r
(P )ωlog,σµ
..=
∫
P1
p
logp
(
tp − x
tp − y
)σ
P (t)dµ{r − s}(t),
where tp is the projection of t ∈ P1p to P
1(Fp). (Note that this is well-defined since
Hurp
..= P1(Qurp )\P
1(Fp), so that tp − x and tp − y cannot vanish and their quotient gives
an element of (Qurp )
×);
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(ii) Define the ‘ord’ double integral by∫ y
x
∫ s
r
(P )ωordµ
..=
∫
P1
p
ordp
(
tp − x
tp − y
)
P (t)dµ{r − s}(t)
=
∑
e:redp(x)→redp(y)
∫
U(e)
P (t)dµ{r − s}(t),
where redp : Hp → Tp = E(Tp)⊔V(Tp) is the reduction map and U(e) is the corresponding
open set of P1p.
Here we normalise so that ordp(p) = 1, noting that p is a uniformiser in Fp.
Remark 3.11. There is a subtle error in [BSW19a] in the case p inert: the ‘log’ integral of Def. 6.1
op. cit. would be written
∫ ∫
(P )ωlog,σIdµ in the notation of Def. 3.10. However, to properly obtain
the connection to p-adic L-values in §7.3 op. cit, it should instead have been the sum∫ y
x
∫ s
r
(P )ωlog,σIdµ +
∫ y
x
∫ s
r
(P )ωlog,σFrµ =
∫
P1
p
logp ◦ NormFp/Qp
(
tp − x
tp − y
)
P (t)dµ{r − s}(t)
(compare [Spi14, §5]). Having made this change, the rest of the results in the paper go through
without modification. This is also the conceptual reason why the scalar 2 appears in [BSW19a,
Prop. 10.2]: there is one copy of Lp(f˜) for each element of Gal(Fp/Qp).
Remark 3.12. In [Dar01], Darmon defines multiplicative double integrals attached to classical
weight 2 modular forms, and by taking log and ord of the values of this integral, one obtains
formula close to the above, justifying the terminology and seemingly disparate definitions. In our
setting, the multiplicative double integral itself does not exist, but we can still make sense of its
additive counterparts.
Remark 3.13. The second equality in Defn. 3.10(ii) follows from [BDG04, Lemma 2.5]. Recall
that Hurp
..= (P1(Qurp )\P
1(Fp))
Gal(Qurp /L
0). As the double integrals are L-valued and L0 is the
maximal unramified subextension of L/Qp, the reduction map redp : H
ur
p → Tp takes values in
V(Tp) and not in E(Tp) (See [BDG04, §2] and the remarks after [RS12, Defn. 3.8]).
Definition 3.14. For ? either (logp, σ) or (ordp), define maps
Φ? :[∆0 ⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗ Vk,k]⊗Hom(∆0,Dk(P
1
p, L)) −→ L[
(r − s) ⊗ (x− y) ⊗ P
]
⊗ µ 7−→
∫ y
x
∫ s
r
(P )ω?µ.
In light of Remark 3.11, we also define
Φlogp = Φlogp◦NFp/Qp ..=
∑
σ∈Gal(Fp/Qp)
Φlogp,σ.
Since the double integrals Φlogp,σ and Φordp are Γ-invariant, we may re-interpret them as pairings
Φlogp,σ, Φordp : (∆0 ⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗ Vk,k)Γ ⊗MSΓ(L)→ L,
or equivalently as morphisms
Φlogp,σ, Φordp : (∆0 ⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗ Vk,k)Γ →MSΓ(L)
∨.
Taking the usual short exact sequence 0 → Div0 → Div → Z → 0 and tensoring with the flat
Z-module ∆0 ⊗ Vk,k, we obtain an exact sequence
(3.1) 0→ ∆0 ⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗ Vk,k → ∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k → ∆0 ⊗ Vk,k → 0,
and on taking Γ-homology, we get a connecting morphism
(3.2) H1(Γ,∆0 ⊗ Vk,k)
δ
−→ (∆0 ⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗ Vk,k)Γ.
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Note that via the universal coefficient theorem, we have an identification
H1(Γ,∆0 ⊗ Vk,k) = H
1(Γ,∆(V ∨k,k))
∨,
recalling that∆(V ) = Hom(∆0, V ). There is a natural action of the Hecke operators on H1(Γ,∆0⊗
Vk,k) making this identification Hecke-equivariant, so that we have an identification
H1(Γ,∆0 ⊗ Vk,k)(f) = H
1(Γ,∆(V ∨k,k))
∨
(f).
In particular, it follows that H1(Γ,∆0 ⊗ Vk,k)(f) is a one-dimensional L-vector space.
Theorem 3.15. The morphism
prf ◦ Φ
ordp ◦ δ : H1(Γ,∆0 ⊗ Vk,k)→MSΓ(L)
∨
(f)
is a surjective map of L-vector spaces, where prf is the projection onto the f -isotypic component.
In particular, after extending scalars to Cp, it induces a Hecke-equivariant isomorphism
H1(Γ,∆0 ⊗ Vk,k(Cp))(f) ∼= MSΓ(Cp)
∨
(f).
Proof. Since the target is one-dimensional by Remark 3.9, it suffices to prove that the map is
non-zero. For this we use the following; see [BSW19a], Corollary 7.4.
Lemma 3.16. Let χ be a finite order Hecke character of F of prime-to-p conductor such that
χ(p) = ω, where c(p, f) = −ωN(p)k/2. Then for each v ∈ (OF /c)× there exist γc,v ∈ Γ and
Pc,v ∈ Vk,k such that ∑
v∈(OF /c)×
χ(v)Φordp
(
(v/c−∞)⊗ (τ − γc,vτ) ⊗ Pc,v
) (µf ) = C(χ)Λ(f, χ, k/2 + 1),
for some τ ∈ Hp and where C(χ) is an explicit non-zero scalar.
By a theorem of Rohrlich (in the introduction of [Roh91]), this central critical L-value is non-
zero for all but finitely many χ, and hence it is possible to choose χ satisfying the conditions such
that the right-hand side is non-zero. The left-hand side is Φordp evaluated at the element
Sχ :=
∑
v∈(OF /c)×
χ(v)
[
(v/c−∞)⊗ (τ − γc,vτ) ⊗ Pc,v
]
.
Evaluating at µf factors through the projection to the f -isotypic part, so prf ◦ Φ
ordp is non-zero.
To complete the proof of surjectivity, it remains to prove that the element Sχ is in the image of
δ. Since this is the connecting map in the long exact sequence of homology, this is equivalent to
proving that Sχ is in the kernel of
(∆0 ⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗ Vk,k)Γ −→ (∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)Γ.
We do this termwise. From the construction of [BSW19a, Defn. 7.1], both (v/c−∞) and Pc,v are
invariant1 under the action of γc,v ∈ Γ, and hence
[(v/c−∞)⊗ τ ⊗ Pc,v] = [(v/c−∞)⊗ γc,vτ ⊗ Pc,v]
is in the Γ-coinvariants, and each term of the sum is in the kernel, as required.
For the second claim, note that both Φordp and the maps in the long exact sequence of homology
are Hecke-equivariant, and hence prf ◦ Φ
ordp ◦ δ is too. Hence it factors through the f -isotypic
quotient of H1. We are left with a surjective map
H1(Γ,∆0 ⊗ Vk,k)(f) −→MSΓ(L)
∨
(f)
of 1-dimensional vector spaces, hence the claim. 
1There is a typo here in [BSW19a, Defn. 7.1], where it incorrectly states that −v/c is fixed instead of v/c; but
this is written correctly later in the paper.
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Theorem 3.15 above allows us to recover the Darmon–Orton style cohomological L-invariant
defined by Daniel Barrera Salazar and the second author in [BSW19a].
Corollary 3.17. For each embedding σ : Fp →֒ L, there exists a unique Lσp ∈ Cp such that
Φ
logp,σ
f ◦ δ = L
σ
p ◦ Φ
ordp
f ◦ δ : H1(Γ,∆0 ⊗ Vk,k)→MSΓ(L)
∨
(f),
where Φ∗f := prf ◦ Φ
∗ for ∗ ∈ {(logp, σ); ordp}. For each prime p, we have an equality
LBWp =
∑
σ
Lσp ,
where σ ranges over all embeddings and LBWp is the L-invariant of [BSW19a].
Proof. From Theorem 3.15, we know these maps factor through the one-dimensional f -isotypic
quotient of H1; and any two such maps must differ by some Lσp ∈ Cp. The uniqueness follows from
surjectivity of Φ
ordp
f ◦ δ. To see the second part, note that taking the sum shows that Φ
logp
f ◦ δ =
(
∑
σ L
σ
p )Φ
ordp
f ◦δ, for Φ
logp
f as in Def. 3.14. To show that this sum is indeed equal to the L-invariant
of [BSW19a], it suffices to check this on any value; so we choose any element mapping to Sχ (as
above) under δ. The results of [BSW19a] (and Remark 3.11) show that Φ
logp
f (Sχ) = L
BW
p Φ
ordp
f (Sχ),
from which we deduce the result. 
Remark 3.18. For p inert in F , we have a vector-valued L-invariant ~Lp ..= (L
σId
p ,L
σFr
p ) ∈ (Cp)
2.
4. Filtered (ϕ,N)-modules
Definition 4.1. A filtered (ϕ,N) module over Fp with coefficients in L is a finite rank (Fp⊗Qp L)-
module D with the following additional structure:
• (Filtration) An exhaustive decreasing filtration (FiliD)i∈Z on D by (Fp⊗QpL)-submodules;
• (Frobenius) A σFr semi-linear isomorphism ϕ : D → D (where σFr acts trivially on L);
• (Monodromy) A (Fp ⊗Qp L)-linear nilpotent operator N : D → D such that Nϕ = pϕN .
Since we take L/Qp to be large enough to contain the image of all possible embeddings, σ :
Fp →֒ Qp, we have
(4.1) Fp ⊗Qp L ∼=
∏
σ:Fp →֒L
L, (a⊗ b) 7→ (σ(a)b)σ:Fp →֒L,
which gives the decomposition
(4.2) D ∼=
∏
σ:Fp →֒L
Dσ, Dσ := D ⊗Fp⊗L,σ L,
where each Dσ is a filtered (ϕ,N)-module over L and the operator ϕ (on D) induces a bijection
Dσ ∼ Dσ◦ϕ−1 . In particular, when p splits in F there is just the identity embedding σId : Fp →֒ L.
When p is inert in F , we have two embeddings viz. the identity σId and the lift of the Frobenius
σFr. In this case, ϕ induces a bijection
(4.3) DσId ∼ DσFr .
4.1. Monodromy modules from p-adic integration. We first treat the case when p is inert
in F . The p split case is similar. We set
Df,L := MSΓ(L)
∨
(f) ⊕MSΓ(L)
∨
(f),
which is a two dimensional L-vector space (See Remark 3.9), and let
(4.4) Df := (Df )σId × (Df )σFr ,
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where (Df )σId and (Df )σFr are both Df,L as L-vector spaces but with the scalar action of Fp (as
a subfield of L) given by the σId-embedding and σFr-embedding resp., giving Df the structure of
a rank two (Fp ⊗Qp L)-module. We also equip Df with:
• A Filtration on Df by (Fp ⊗Qp L)-submodules given by
Df = Fil
0 ) Fil1 = . . . = Filk+1 ) Filk+2 = 0,
where
Fil
k+2
2 Df := {[(−L
σId
p xσId , xσId), (−L
σFr
p xσFr , xσFr)] : (−L
σ
pxσ, xσ) ∈ (Df )σ}.
• A Frobenius ϕ on Df defined as follows; writing Df as
Df = {(xσId , yσId , xσFr , yσFr)|(xσ , yσ) ∈ (Df )σ},
we define ϕ : Df → Df as
ϕ :
(
xσId , yσId , xσFr , yσFr
)
7−→
(
Up(xσFr), pUp(yσFr), Up(xσId), pUp(yσId)
)
.
Note that ϕ interchanges (Df )σId and (Df )σFr .
• A Monodromy N on Df defined by N(x, y) = (y, 0).
This gives Df the structure of a rank two filtered (ϕ,N)-module over Fp with coefficients in
L, which we also write as Df ∈ MF(ϕ,N, Fp, L). Further, Df,L (viewed as (Df )σ) attains the
structure of a filtered (ϕ,N)-module over L.
. When p is split in F , we have only the identity σId : Fp →֒ L to consider and as before, we set
Df := (Df )σId = MSΓ(L)
∨
(f) ⊕MSΓ(L)
∨
(f)
As above, Df attains the structure of a filtered (ϕ,N)-module over Fp (∼= Qp) with coefficients in
L.
4.2. Fontaine–Mazur theory. Let GF := Gal(Q/F ), and let
Vp(f) : GF → GL2(L)
be the two dimensional p-adic Galois representation associated to f by the work of Harris–Soudry–
Taylor, Taylor and Berger–Harcos (cf. [HST93], [Tay94] and [BH07]). We may assume that Vp(f)
takes values in our base field L. Since the Bianchi eigenform f is new at p and p exactly divides
the level N , we know that the cuspidal automorphic representation π of GL2(AF ) that f generates
is Steinberg at p. Conjecturally, the local Galois representation
Vp(f)|GFp : Gal(Qp/Fp)→ GL2(Qp)
is semi-stable non-crystalline in the sense of p-adic Hodge theory. Assuming this, Fontaine’s semi-
stable Dieudonné module
Df := Dst(Vp(f)) := (Bst,Fp ⊗Qp Vp(f)|GFp )
Gal(Qp/Fp)
is then an admissible rank two filtered (ϕ,N)-module over Fp ⊗Qp L and for each embedding
σ : Fp →֒ L, the space Df,σ is a filtered (ϕ,N)-module over L of dimension two. We choose a pair
of ϕ-eigenvectors u1,σ, u2,σ such that N(u1,σ) = u2,σ. Then Df,σ ∼= L ·u1,σ ⊕ L ·u2,σ as L-vector
spaces, with filtration given by
Df,σ = Fil
0 ) Fil1 = . . . = Filk+1 ) Filk+2 = 0
such that {Fili}k+11 is a one-dimensional subspace. The Fontaine–Mazur L-invariant, denoted
LσFM, is defined to be the unique element such that
Fil
k+2
2 (Df,σ) = L(u1,σ − L
σ
FMu2,σ).
Conjecture 4.2 (Trivial zero conjecture). For each σ : Fp →֒ L, the cohomological L-invariant
Lσp is the Fontaine–Mazur L-invariant L
σ
FM attached to Vp(f).
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Remark 4.3. This is related to Conjectures 11.1 and 11.2 of [BSW19a]. Analogous results are
known for classical modular forms (initially [GS93], but intensively studied since; see the introduc-
tion to [BDI10] or [Col05, §4] for a comprehensive survey of the literature) and Hilbert modular
forms (see e.g. [Spi14],[Mok09] and [BSDJ17]).
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that f is the base-change to F of a classical modular form f˜ . Then Con-
jecture 4.2 is true.
Proof. Let Lp(f˜) be the Darmon–Orton analytic L-invariant associated to the classical form f˜ .
Note we have an equality Lp(f˜) = LFM(f˜) (see e.g. [Col05, §4]). When p is inert in F , we have
the following equality of cohomological L-invariants
LσIdp = L
σFr
p = Lp(f˜)
where the first equality follows by the Galois invariance of [Geh19, Lemma 3.1] and the second
equality follows since LσIdp +L
σFr
p = 2Lp(f˜) by Corollary 3.17 and [BSW19a, Prop. 10.2]. Similarly,
we have an analogous equality of the Fontaine–Mazur L-invariants
LσIdFM = L
σFr
FM = LFM(f˜)
since the Fontaine–Mazur L-invariant is stable under base–change (see e.g. [RS12, §4.1]). Putting
this together gives the required equality for p inert. The split case is handled similarly. 
Note that the jumps in filtration for both the monodromy modules Df and Df occur at (0, k+
1). Further, the Frobenius operators ϕDf and ϕDf also coincide. In particular, if we assume
Conjecture 4.2 (in addition to the semi-stability of ρf ) then we have:
Theorem 4.5. There is an isomorphism
Df
∼= Df ,
of filtered (ϕ,N)-modules over Fp, with coefficients in L, which is stable under base–change.
Proof. See [RS12, Prop. 4.6], which treats the generic case. 
Let σ : Fp →֒ L be any embedding. Then Dσ := Df ⊗Fp⊗QpL,σ L
∼= Df,L and Df,σ :=
Df ⊗Fp⊗QpL,σL (which we henceforth will simply denote as Df,L) are both elements ofMFL(ϕ,N),
and Theorem 4.5 implies that we have an identification
(4.5)
Df,L
Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L)
∼=
Df,L
Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L)
.
5. p-adic Abel–Jacobi maps in the Stark–Heegner setting
Fix an embedding σ : Fp →֒ Qp and define a map
Φf ..= −Φ
log,σ
f ⊕ Φ
ord
f : (∆0 ⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗ Vk,k)Γ → Df,L.
By Corollary 3.17, we know that
Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L) = {(−L
σ
px, x) : x ∈MSΓ(L)
∨
(f)}
= Im(Φf ◦ δ),
where δ : H1(Γ,∆0⊗Vk,k)→ (∆0⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗Vk,k)Γ is the connecting morphism of (3.2). Recall
the Γ-homology exact sequence
(5.1) · · · → Hi(Γ,∆0 ⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗ Vk,k)→ Hi(Γ,∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)
→ Hi(Γ,∆0 ⊗ Vk,k)→ · · ·
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obtained from the short exact sequence (3.1). In particular, we have
(5.2)
(∆0 ⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗ Vk,k)Γ
δ(H1(Γ,∆0 ⊗ Vk,k))
∂1
−֒→ (∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)Γ
∂2−→ (∆0 ⊗ Vk,k)Γ.
Definition 5.1. A p-adic Abel–Jacobi map is a morphism
ΦAJ : (∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)Γ → Df,L/Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L)
such that the following diagram is commutative:
(5.3)
(∆0 ⊗Div
0(Hurp )⊗ Vk,k)Γ
δ(H1(Γ,∆0 ⊗ Vk,k)) _
∂1

Φf
// Df,L/Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L)
(∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)Γ
ΦAJ
55
❦
❦
❦
❦
❦
❦
❦
❦
❦
❦
In other words, a p-adic Abel–Jacobi map ΦAJ is a lift of the morphism Φf .
Remark 5.2. Such commutative diagrams always exist, but they might not be unique. The chief
obstruction comes from the fact that (∆0 ⊗ Vk,k)Γ is non-trivial. In fact, let
ΦAJi : (∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)Γ → Df,L/Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L),
for i ∈ {1, 2}, be any two p-adic Abel–Jacobi maps. Then, by Defn. 5.1, we have
ΦAJ1
(
∂1(−)
)
= Φf (−) = Φ
AJ
2
(
∂1(−)
)
.
In other words,
ker(ΦAJ1 − Φ
AJ
2 ) ⊇ Im(∂1) = ker(∂2),
since ∂1 and ∂2 are connecting maps of the Γ-homology exact sequence (5.2). In the next section,
in Theorem 6.5, we will show that the p-adic Abel–Jacobi image of our Stark–Heegner cycles is
independent of the choice of a p-adic Abel–Jacobi map.
6. Stark–Heegner cycles for Bianchi modular forms
In this section, we define Stark–Heegner cycles, which should be regarded as higher weight
analogues of the Stark–Heegner points on elliptic curves over imaginary quadratic fields defined
by Trifkovic in [Tri06].
6.1. Construction of homology classes. As before, let K/F be the quadratic extension of
relative discriminant DK prime to N = pM that satisfies the Stark–Heegner hypothesis. In
particular, the completion Kp of K at the prime p is a quadratic unramified extension of Fp. Fix
δK ∈ OK\OF such that δ2K ∈ OF is a generator of the discriminant ideal (recall that F has class
number 1). We may regard δK as an element of Kp via the fixed embedding ιp. Let
R := R ∩M2(F ) =
{(
a b
c d
)
∈M2
(
OF
[
1
p
]) ∣∣c ∈M} .
If we let R×1 denote the elements ofR of determinant 1, then Γ is the image ofR
×
1 under projection
to PGL2(OF [1/p]). Let O be an OF [1/p]-order of conductor C prime to DKN .
Definition 6.1. We say an embedding Ψ : K →֒M2(F ) is optimal if Ψ(K) ∩R = Ψ(O).
Denote the set ofOF [1/p]-optimal embeddings by Emb(O,R). To an embeddingΨ ∈ Emb(O,R),
we associate the following data.
• The two points τψ and τσΨ ∈ H
ur
p (K) := H
ur
p ∩K that are fixed by the action of Ψ(K
×).
Here τσΨ = σ(τΨ) for σ ∈ Gal(K/F ) where σ 6= id.
• The fixed vertex vΨ ∈ V in the Bruhat-Tits tree for the action of ψ(K×) on V .
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• The polynomial PΨ(X,X) := (cX2 + (a − d)X − b)(cX
2
+ (a − d)X − b) ∈ V2,2, where
Ψ(δK) =
(
a b
c d
)
.
• Let u be a fixed generator of O×1 /{torsion}
∼= Z (By Dirichlet’s Unit theorem), where
O1 := {x ∈ O | NK/F (x) = 1}. Let γΨ := Ψ(u) and ΓΨ be the cyclic subgroup of Γ
generated by γΨ. In particular ΓΨ = Stab(Ψ) ⊆ Γ and PΨ ∈ (V2,2)ΓΨ .
Remark 6.2. Compare to the data used in [BSW19a, §7.1]; there, objects analogous to those
above – for the split embeddings F × F →֒ M2(F ) – were defined directly, with no reference
to optimal embeddings. The results op. cit. demonstrate the close relationship between these
invariants, the double integrals defined above, and special values of L-functions (and p-adic L-
functions) of Bianchi modular forms. In particular, the invariants attached to split embeddings
have already appeared in this paper, giving the classes Sχ used in the proof of Theorem 3.15.
We say that Ψ has positive (resp. negative) orientation if vΨ ∈ V
+ (resp. V−). Then
Emb(O,R) = Emb+(O,R) ⊔ Emb−(O,R)
where Emb±(O,R) denotes the set of embeddings with positive/negative orientation. The group
Γ acts naturally on the set Emb(O,R) by conjugation, preserving the subsets Emb±(O,R). In
fact it can be shown that the association
Ψ 7→ (τΨ, Pψ, γΨ)
under conjugation by γ ∈ Γ satisfies
(6.1) (τγΨγ−1 , PγΨγ−1 , γγΨγ−1) = (γ ·τΨ, γ
−1 ·PΨ, γγΨγ
−1).
Similarly, let Ψθ ∈ Emb(O,R) be the embedding given by Ψθ(−) := Ψ(θ(−)) for θ ∈ Gal(K/F ),
θ 6= id. Then, we have
(τΨθ , PΨθ , γΨθ ) = (τ
θ
Ψ,−PΨ, γ
−1
Ψ ).
Once we fix a cusp x ∈ P1(F ), we define
D : Emb(O,R) −→ ∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k,
DΨ := D(Ψ) := (γΨ ·x− x)⊗ τΨ ⊗ δ
−k/2
K P
k/2
Ψ .
Lemma 6.3. The image of DΨ in (∆0 ⊗ Div(Hurp ) ⊗ Vk,k)Γ, which we denote by [DΨ], does not
depend on the choice of the class of y ∈ Γx. Further, [DΨ] is invariant under the conjugation
action of Γ on Emb(O,R).
Proof. The first part of the lemma is easy to see. The second part follows from (6.1). 
In particular, we get a well defined map
(6.2) D : Γ/Emb(O,R) −→ (∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)Γ.
Definition 6.4. We call [DΨ] the Stark–Heegner cycle attached to the conjugacy class [Ψ].
Theorem 6.5. The p-adic Abel–Jacobi image of the Stark–Heegner cycle D[Ψ] is independent of
the choice of a p-adic Abel–Jacobi map. That is, if
ΦAJi : (∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)Γ −→ Df,L/Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L), i = 1, 2
are any two p-adic Abel–Jacobi maps lifting Φf in the sense of Defn. 5.1, then
ΦAJ1 ([(γΨ ·x− x)⊗ τΨ ⊗ δ
−k/2
K P
k/2
Ψ ]) = Φ
AJ
2 ([(γΨ ·x− x)⊗ τΨ ⊗ δ
−k/2
K P
k/2
Ψ ]).
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Proof. Note that
(6.3) ∂2([(γΨ ·x− x)⊗ τΨ ⊗ δ
−k/2
K P
k/2
Ψ ]) = [(γΨ ·x− x)⊗ δ
−k/2
K P
k/2
Ψ ] ∈ (∆
0 ⊗ Vk,k)Γ.
Consider the exact sequence
(6.4) 0→ ∆0 ⊗ Vk,k → ∆⊗ Vk,k
deg
−−→ Vk,k → 0;
on taking Γ-homology, we get the connecting morphisms
(6.5) · · · → H1(Γ, Vk,k)
d1
−→ (∆0 ⊗ Vk,k)Γ
d2
−→ (∆⊗ Vk,k)Γ → · · · .
We show that [(γΨ ·x− x)⊗ δ
−k/2
K P
k/2
Ψ ] ∈ ker(d
2). By construction, P
k/2
Ψ is fixed by γΨ. Hence
[(γΨ ·x)⊗ δ
−k/2
K P
k/2
Ψ ] = [(x)⊗ δ
−k/2
K P
k/2
Ψ ]
as elements in the Γ-coinvariants (∆⊗ Vk,k)Γ. In other words,
[(γΨ ·x− x)⊗ δ
−k/2
K P
k/2
Ψ ] ∈ ker(d
2) = Im(d1).
In Appendix A (see Corollary A.8), we show that H1(Γ, Vk,k) = 0. This then forces
[(γΨ ·x− x)⊗ δ
−k/2
K P
k/2
Ψ ] = 0 ∈ (∆
0 ⊗ Vk,k)Γ.
By (6.3), the Stark–Heegner cycle
D[Ψ] = [(γΨ ·x− x)⊗ τΨ ⊗ δ
−k/2
K P
k/2
Ψ ] ∈ ker(∂2)
where ∂2 : (∆0 ⊗ Div(Hurp ) ⊗ Vk,k)Γ → (∆0 ⊗ Vk,k)Γ is the connecting morphism in (5.2). The
required equality then follows by Remark 5.2. 
Definition 6.6. The Stark–Heegner cohomology class associated to a conjugacy class of embed-
dings [Ψ] ∈ Γ/Emb(O,R) is defined as
s[Ψ] := Φ
AJ(D[Ψ]) ∈ Df,L/Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L).
As in [Dar01, Prop. 5.8] and [Tri06, Prop. 2], there is a natural action of Pic(O) on the set
Γ/Emb(O,R). Let HC be the ring class field of conductor C. By the reciprocity isomorphism
(6.6) rec : Pic(O) ∼= Gal(HC/K)
of class field theory, we get a transported action of Gal(HC/K) on Γ/Emb(O,R).
Definition 6.7. Let χ : Gal(HC/K)→ C× be any character. The χ-twisted Stark–Heegner cycle
is then defined as
Dχ :=
∑
σ∈Gal(HC/K)
χ−1(σ)D[rec−1(σ)·Ψ] ∈ (∆0 ⊗Div(H
ur
p )⊗ Vk,k)Γ ⊗ χ,
where (−)⊗ χ denotes suitable scalar extension by χ. We denote sχ := ΦAJ(Dχ).
6.2. Conjectures on the global rationality. Let Vp(f) be the continuous two–dimensional
representation of GF := Gal(Q/F ) as before. Recall that we are assuming the conjectural semi-
stability of the local Galois representation Vp(f)|GFp (in the sense of p-adic Hodge theory). Under
this assumption, we have an isomorphism under the Bloch–Kato exponential [BK07]
(6.7) expBK :
Df,L
Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L)
∼= H1st
(
L, Vp(f)(
k+2
2 )
)
.
as in [IS03, Lemma 2.1]. If we also assume Conjecture 4.2, Theorem 4.5 provides us with an
isomorphism (c.f. (4.5))
Df,L
Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L)
∼=
Df,L
Fil
k+2
2 (Df,L)
,
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and hence by means of the Bloch–Kato exponential (6.7), we may regard the Stark–Heegner coho-
mology classes as elements
(6.8) sΨ ∈ H
1
st(L, Vp(f)(
k+2
2 )) and sχ ∈ H
1
st(L(χ), Vp(f)(
k+2
2 )),
where L(χ) is the field generated over L by the values of χ. Recall our running assumption that
L ⊇ Kp and the map resp : Selst(HC , Vp(
k+2
2 ))→ H
1
st(L, Vp(
k+2
2 )) of (1.4).
The following is our main conjecture about the global rationality of these Stark–Heegner cycles.
Conjecture 6.8. (i) (Global rationality) For any optimal embedding Ψ ∈ Emb(O,R) of con-
ductor C relatively prime to NDK , there exists a global Selmer class SΨ ∈ Selst(HC , Vp(
k+2
2 ))
such that
sΨ = resp(SΨ) ∈ H
1
st(L, Vp(
k + 2
2
)).
(ii) (Shimura reciprocity) For any Ψ ∈ Emb(O,R) and a ∈ Pic(O),
resp(S
σ
Ψ) = sa·Ψ
for σ = rec(a).
(iii) (Twisted rationality) Let χ : Gal(HC/K) → C× be a character. Then there exists Sχ ∈
Selst(Hχ, Vp(
k+2
2 ))
χ such that
resp(Sχ) = sχ
where Hχ is the abelian sub-extension of HC cut out by χ and (−)χ denotes the χ-isotypical
subspace.
Finally, we also formulate a Gross–Zagier type criterion for non-vanishing that relates the base-
change L-function to our Stark–Heegner cycles.
Conjecture 6.9. Let χ : Gal(HC/K)→ C× be a character. Then
sχ 6= 0 implies L
′(f/K, χ, k+22 ) :=
d
ds
L(f/K, χ, s)
∣∣
s= k+2
2
6= 0.
6.3. Concluding Remarks. It is possible to formulate Conjecture 6.9 independent of the truth of
Conjecture 6.8, but a proof of either seems to be a long way off; even their counterparts for classical
modular forms (cf. [RS12] and [Dar01]) are widely open except in a few cases. A particular case
of interest in our setting would be when the Bianchi eigenform is the base-change of a classical
eigenform f˜ of weight k + 2 which is new at p, and K/F is a CM biquadratic extension of Q.
Note that in this case, Conjecture 4.2 is known to hold by Lemma 4.4. In particular, it might be
possible to relate the p-adic Abel–Jacobi image of the Stark–Heegner cycles with that of classical
Heegner cycles, similar to the strategy pursued in [BD09]. The authors hope to return to this in
the future.
Appendix A. Cohomology of Γ
The goal of this appendix is to show that H1(Γ, Vk,k) vanishes, as used in Theorem 6.5.
A.1. Cuspidal and Eisenstein Cohomology. Let H3 be the hyperbolic 3-space, fix a level
group U0 ⊆ GL2(ÔF ) and set
Γ0 := SL2(F ) ∩ [GL2(C)U0].
The Borel–Serre compactification of Γ0/H3 is Γ0/H3, where
H3 := H3 ⊔
⊔
x∈P1(F )
R2.
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We write Vk,k(Cp)∗ to be the local system on Γ0/H3 associated to Vk,k(Cp)∗. In an abuse
of notation, we also use Vk,k(Cp)∗ to denote the associated local system on the compactification
Γ0/H3 and on the boundary ∂(Γ0/H3). Further we have an identification
(A.1) Hi(Γ0/H3,Vk,k(Cp)
∗) ∼= Hi(Γ0/H3,Vk,k(Cp)
∗).
Consider the natural restriction map
(A.2) res∂ : H
i(Γ0/H3,Vk,k(Cp)
∗)→ Hi(∂(Γ0/H3),Vk,k(Cp)
∗).
Definition A.1. The cuspidal and Eisenstein cohomology are defined as follows:
Hicusp(Γ0/H3,Vk,k(Cp)
∗) := ker(res∂),
HiEis(Γ0/H3,Vk,k(Cp)
∗) := Im(res∂).
In fact, it is known that
Hi(Γ0/H3,Vk,k(Cp)
∗) = Hicusp(Γ0/H3,Vk,k(Cp)
∗)⊕HiEis(Γ0/H3,Vk,k(Cp)
∗).
We now recall the Eichler–Shimura–Harder isomorphism due to Günter Harder in [Har87].
Theorem A.2 (Harder). (i) Hicusp(Γ0/H3,Vk,k(Cp)
∗) = 0 unless i = 1, 2.
(ii) H1cusp(Γ0/H3,Vk,k(Cp)
∗) ∼= H2cusp(Γ0/H3,Vk,k(Cp)
∗) ∼= Sk,k(U0,Cp).
(iii) H0Eis(Γ0/H3,Vk,k(Cp)
∗) = 0 unless k = 0, in which case it is Cp.
Let {s1, . . . , st} be a set of representatives of the cusps of Γ0. We set
Hi∂(Γ0, V
∗
k,k) :=
t⊕
i=1
Hi(Γ0,si , V
∗
k,k),
where Γ0,si is the stabiliser of the cusp si in Γ0. Then we have a commutative diagram
(A.3) Hi(Γ0, V
∗
k,k)
∼=

⊕ti=1res
// Hi∂(Γ0, V
∗
k,k)
∼=

Hi(Γ0/H3,V
∗
k,k)
res∂
// Hi(∂(Γ0/H3),V
∗
k,k),
where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms and the horizontal arrows are the restriction maps.
A.2. p-new and p-old. Let α ∈ Γ˜/Γ be any element normalising Γ0(N ) and set Γ′0(M) :=
αΓ0(M)α−1. We have the obvious restriction homomorphisms
res : H1(Γ0(M), V
∗
k,k) −→ H
1(Γ0(N ), V
∗
k,k)
res′ : H1(Γ′0(M), V
∗
k,k) −→ H
1(Γ0(N ), V
∗
k,k)
induced by the inclusions Γ0(N ) ⊂ Γ0(M) and Γ0(N ) ⊂ Γ′0(M). In fact, the restriction homo-
morphisms respect the Eisenstein/cuspidal decomposition, i.e.
(res + res′)(H1?(Γ0(M), V
∗
k,k)⊕H
1
?(Γ
′
0(M), V
∗
k,k)) ∈ H
1
?(Γ0(N ), V
∗
k,k)
for ? ∈ {cusp,Eis}. On the cuspidal part, by Theorem A.2, we have
(A.4) H1cusp(Γ0(M), V
∗
k,k)⊕H
1
cusp(Γ
′
0(M), V
∗
k,k)
∼=

(res+res′)
// H1cusp(Γ0(N ), V
∗
k,k)
∼=

Sk,k(U0(M))⊕ Sk,k(U
′
0(M))
(res+res′)
// Sk,k(U0(N ))
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where U ′0(M) := αU0(N )α
−1. Note that conjugation by α induces a canonical isomorphism
H1cusp(Γ0(M), V
∗
k,k)
∼= H1cusp(Γ
′
0(M), V
∗
k,k)
and correspondingly under Theorem A.2, translation by α−1 induces an isomorphism
(A.5) Sk,k(U0(M)) ∼= Sk,k(U
′
0(M))
which we use to identify these two spaces.
Definition A.3. The subspace of Sk,k(U0(N )) of p-old forms is the image of the map
Sk,k(U0(M))⊕ Sk,k(U0(M))
res+res′
−−−−−→ Sk,k(U0(N ))
(f1(g), f2(g)) 7→ f1(g) + f2(gα
−1)
Let U0(M) =
⊔
i∈Ip
U0(N )γi be a system of coset representatives with γi ∈ U0(M).
Definition A.4. [BSW19a, Defn. 2.16] The subspace of Sk,k(U0(N )) of p-new cusp forms is the
kernel of the map
(A.6) Sk,k(U0(N ))
φs⊕φt
−−−−→ Sk,k(U0(M))⊕ Sk,k(U0(M))
where φs and φt are the degeneracy maps
φs(f)(g) :=
∑
i∈Ip
f(gγi), φt(f)(g) :=
∑
i∈Ip
f(gγiα).
Lemma A.5. The sum of the restriction maps
H1cusp(Γ0(M), V
∗
k,k)⊕H
1
cusp(Γ
′
0(M), V
∗
k,k)
res+res′
−−−−−→ H1cusp(Γ0(N ), V
∗
k,k)
is injective.
Proof. By (A.4) and (A.5), it suffices to show that
Sk,k(U0(M))⊕ Sk,k(U0(M))
res+res′
−−−−−→ Sk,k(U0(N ))
is injective. The endomorphism
[Sk,k(U0(M))⊕ Sk,k(U0(M))]
res+res′
−−−−−→ Sk,k(U0(N ))
φs⊕φt
−−−−→ [Sk,k(U0(M))⊕ Sk,k(U0(M))]
is given by the matrix
(A.7)
(
N(p) + 1 N(p)−k/2Tp
N(p)−k/2Tp N(p) + 1
)
(see [CV19, Lemma 3.4.8] for k = 0 and [Klo13, §5] for k > 0). It is invertible since the determinant
is bounded below by 2N(p) + 1 > 0 using the trivial bound known towards the Generalised
Ramanujan–Petersson conjecture, obtained by Jacquet and Shalika in [JS81b, JS81a] (see also
[LRS99]). This shows that (res + res′) is injective. 
We now look at the Eisenstein part of the maps res and res′. Let {s1, . . . , sm} be representa-
tives of the cusps of Γ0(M). It can be checked that {s′1, . . . , s
′
m}, for s
′
i = α ·si, form a set of
representatives for the cusps of Γ′0(M), and that moreover the union {s1, . . . , sm, s
′
1, . . . , s
′
m} is a
set of representatives for the cusps of Γ0(N ). This implies that the map
H1Eis(Γ0(M), V
∗
k,k)⊕H
1
Eis(Γ
′
0(M), V
∗
k,k)
res+res′
−−−−−→ H1Eis(Γ0(N ), V
∗
k,k)
is injective. We summarise as follows.
Corollary A.6. The map
H1(Γ0(M), V
∗
k,k)⊕H
1(Γ′0(M), V
∗
k,k)
res+res′
−−−−−→ H1(Γ0(N ), V
∗
k,k)
is injective.
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Proposition A.7. There is a Mayer–Vietoris exact sequence
(A.8) 0→ H0(Γ, V ∗k,k)→ [H
0(Γ0(M), V
∗
k,k)⊕H
0(Γ′0(M), V
∗
k,k)]→ H
0(Γ0(N ), V
∗
k,k)
ǫ1−→
H1(Γ, V ∗k,k)
ǫ2−→ [H1(Γ0(M), V
∗
k,k)⊕H
1(Γ′0(M), V
∗
k,k)]
res+res′
−−−−−→ H1(Γ0(N ), V
∗
k,k)→ · · ·
Proof. This is [Ser80, Prop. 13, Chapter II.2.8] applied to the Γ-module M = V ∗k,k. 
Corollary A.8. H1(Γ, Vk,k) = 0.
Proof. By the universal coefficient theorem, we have an identification
(A.9) H1(Γ, Vk,k) ∼= H
1(Γ, V ∗k,k)
∨,
so it suffices to prove H1(Γ, V ∗k,k) = 0. For k = 0 we have that V
∗
k,k = L is trivial as a Γ-
module. Thus H0(Γ, V ∗k,k) = H
0(Γ0(M), V ∗k,k) = H
0(Γ′0(M), V
∗
k,k) = H
0(Γ0(N ), V ∗k,k) = L. The
vanishing of H1(Γ, V ∗k,k) now follows from the exactness of (A.8). For k > 0, by Theorem A.2
above, H0(Γ0(N ), V ∗k,k) = 0. By the exactness of (A.8) we have ker(ǫ2) = 0. By Corollary A.6, we
know that ker(res⊕ res′) = 0. But once again by the exactness of (A.8), we have Im(ǫ2) = 0 which
implies the vanishing of H1(Γ, V ∗k,k). This completes the proof of Theorem 6.5. 
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